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The changes with economic globalization bring sever competition among
enterprises, which makes the traditional function-based organization model
unsuitable any more. Just in this situation, project management, as a new
organization model, has been gradually applied in variant businesses. However,
in China, the application of project management is unbalanced in different fields.
It is applied with higher level in construction and IT, and, with lower level in
manufacturing. Meanwhile, the project management research in electronic
manufacturing is mainly focused in new product development phase, while less
concern in the transition stage between new product development and mass
production, which is defined as New Product Introduction phase in this thesis.
Based on the issues currently existed in project management in New Product
Introduction in electronic manufacturing, this thesis do the project management
application research during New Product Introduction phase in electronic
manufacturing.
Firstly, in paragraph 1, the thesis presents the background information & the
purpose of this thesis, and introduces the structure of the thesis. In paragraph 2, it
shows the development of project management theory and the global overall
status of project management currently. Then, in paragraph 3, the thesis
introduces the product life cycle theory and applies it to identify where the New
Product Introduction phase covers, and elaborate the application feasibility to
adopt project management mode in New Product Introduction phase. Finally, in
paragraph 4, with experience in New Product Introduction in company GN, the
thesis deeply analyzes and studies the whole process of electronic new product
introduction from project kick-off, project execution & control and project
acceptance & handover, to efficiently control the schedule, cost and quality of













this thesis and further research suggestion.
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